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ATTENTION has often been drawn to cases of naturally-acquired smallpox in the English Royal Family. However, the death in 1783 of an English Prince from inoculated smallpox has been neglected by medical historians. An analysis of the circumstances is presented here. The principal source of information was a member of the Royal Household, Charlotte Papendiek, whose personal experience of smallpox is also worth recording.

THE DEATH OF PRINCE OCTAVIUS

Octavius, the eighth son and thirteenth child of George III and Queen Charlotte, was born in 1779. Although there are no detailed records of his death in the Royal Archives, he died in 1783, a few days after being inoculated with smallpox virus. The notice of his death in the Annual Register states simply “May 3d, Prince Octavius, at Kew Palace, of inoculation for the smallpox, aged four years two months and ten days.” More information was provided by Charlotte Papendiek, whose husband was page to the Princess Royal at the time (see below).

Octavius was inoculated along with Princess Sophia, the twelfth royal child. They were taken to Kew to be under the care of Sergeant-Surgeon Pennell Hawkins, who was living with the Papendieks, and Princess Sophia recovered without mishap. Octavius, however, “was supposed to have caught cold just when the eruption should have come out” and he died “from suffocation which nothing could relieve.”

Many accounts of George III and his family make no mention of the cause of Octavius’s death, but two do mention that his death was due to “vaccination”. The failure of two others to mention the cause of death is perhaps surprising. Watson
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briefly discussed smallpox inoculation and mentioned the inoculation of George III.⁷ Olwen Hedley described the inoculation of George, Prince of Wales, and Frederick, Duke of York, and quoted from Charlotte Papendiek’s journals. She also quoted the letter written by Queen Charlotte to Lady Pembroke which mentions the death of Octavius.⁸ “Twice have I felt what you do feel, the last time without the least preparation for such a stroke, for in less than eight and forty hours was my son Octavius, in perfect health, sick and struck with death immediately.”⁹

Unfortunately, these brief accounts pose questions for which no answers have been found. For example, how long after the inoculation of Octavius did his symptoms start? How did the progress of his inoculation compare with that of Princess Sophia, who recovered? Was there a likely source for the “cold” Octavius may have caught? Despite these unanswered questions, the accounts which are available provide three points of interest.

First is the significance to be attached to the information that Octavius was “in perfect health” just before his death. Queen Charlotte’s letter, written in July 1784, was a letter of condolence on the death of one of Lady Pembroke’s children, and it is possible that she simply wished to indicate that her family too had experienced sudden death. It seems unlikely that Octavius would have been in perfect health just before the eruption appeared. The so-called “eruptive fever” was a common occurrence in inoculated patients. Dimsdale described it as “slight remitting pains in the head and back succeeded by transient shiverings and alternate heats.”¹⁰ Chandler wrote, “From the seventh day to the ninth or tenth day I expect my patients to begin to complain a little . . . in a day or two from their first beginning to complain the pustules seldom fail to appear.”¹¹ So we could expect Octavius to have felt the early effects of the eruptive fever in the period before his death.

Second is the difficulty of trying to assess the significance of the cold Octavius is supposed to have caught. Respiratory symptoms such as tracheitis, laryngitis, and even bronchitis and pneumonia, which were common features of naturally-acquired smallpox, could occur during the pre-eruptive phase,¹² and probably occurred in some inoculated patients. Also, animals naturally infected with the related cowpox virus sometimes die with respiratory signs before skin lesions develop.¹³ Whatever the precise relationship between Octavius’s cold and the inoculation, it is reasonable to conclude that he would not have died if he had not been inoculated.

The third point of interest is that Queen Charlotte professed to being unprepared for Octavius’s death. This is difficult to believe, because inoculation was always attended by risk. Although the mortality from inoculation varied, authorities such as
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Robert Willan, George Pearson, and James Moore were to estimate the overall mortality as 1 in 200.\textsuperscript{14} So the Queen should have been warned, or should even have known herself, of the possible dangers. Although we know that Octavius was attended by Pennell Hawkins after the inoculation, we do not know who performed it; Creighton implies that it was William Bromfield.\textsuperscript{15} However, Bromfield had apparently lost the Queen’s confidence earlier, when his inoculation of Charlotte Papendiek failed to protect her from smallpox (see below).

The dangers of inoculation were always of concern, and when the safe alternative of vaccination was introduced in 1798 by Edward Jenner, the earlier death of a royal prince from inoculation would have made excellent propaganda for those promoting the new procedure. However, the major figures involved in the introduction of vaccination apparently made no use of it. It is unlikely that they did not know of it, and the reason may well have been the unstable mental state of George III,\textsuperscript{16} and the fact that royal patronage would be needed to ensure acceptance of vaccination.\textsuperscript{17} Although Octavius would undoubtedly have survived if vaccination had been available in 1783, it might well have been thought unwise to refer to Octavius at all, in case it provoked an unfavourable outburst from the King. Also, despite some suggestions throughout the nineteenth century that vaccination could transmit syphilis,\textsuperscript{18} the safety of vaccination was soon appreciated. Consequently, if the example of Octavius was to be used, it would only have been of value in the early days of the vaccination campaign.

Many books dealing with smallpox have been consulted, but only two have been found which mention the death of Prince Octavius. In 1809, Richard Pew, a physician of Sherborne, Dorset, published a pamphlet which supported Jennerian vaccination; as such it was one of many. However, in the introduction which discussed the dangers of inoculated smallpox, Pew wrote, “And at no very remote period (May the 3d 1783) a Prince of the blood-royal of England (Prince Octavius) was killed by the inoculated smallpox.”\textsuperscript{19} It is unlikely that Pew was the only person to mention Octavius in this early period. However, the more times the incident was mentioned, the more likely it is that later writers would have noticed it. This has not happened. Indeed, the writer of a recent and very well-researched history of smallpox\textsuperscript{20} has found no further mention of Octavius’s death, beyond Charles Creighton, whose citation of Mrs Papendiek alone reinforces the belief that the incident had been ignored by most medical writers.\textsuperscript{21}

THE INOCULATION OF MRS PAPENDIEK

It was the effectiveness of vaccination, rather than its safety, which was to be
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questioned as cases of smallpox occurred in individuals who had been vaccinated a few years earlier. In an attempt to minimize the significance of these failures, attention was drawn to cases of smallpox in people who had earlier been inoculated.22 In a letter to James Moore, Jenner mentioned that his friend John Ring had collected seventeen such cases from among the nobility, and that Queen Charlotte’s surgeon Bromfield abandoned inoculation because of failures “one with a portion of the same thread as was used on the Duke of Clarence and Prince Ernest, the Queen’s brother.”23 Creighton later briefly referred to this incident.24 The individual in question was Charlotte Louise Henrietta Albert, later Mrs Papendiek. Frederick Albert had been page of the back stairs to the Queen since 1761, and his daughter, born in 1765, had been brought up in the Royal Household.25

She was inoculated along with the two royal princes in 1769. She was two and a half years old, and so her account must have been based on the recollections of friends and relatives. However, there is no reason to doubt its veracity. The inoculation was done “... after this manner: two punctures in the arm near to each other were made with the point of a lancet, through which a thread was drawn several times under the skin, and this on both arms.” Charlotte described an apparently successful take on herself and Prince William, but on “Prince Ernest it took no effect whatever.”26 Nevertheless, they were all assuaged by Bromfield that they “were secure from further fear of disease”.

In November 1775, Charlotte’s brother developed smallpox and Bromfield, on being consulted, stated that her inoculation in 1769 would protect her. It did not.

I was worse than my dear little brother, and for six weeks at least suffered the martyrdom of that dreadful disease. I had my good Brighton nurse, but no one could give me any comfort or alleviate pain. I could only be lifted by four people, one at each corner of the sheet, to have my bed made; for not a pin’s point could be placed between the pustules. Then all my beauty was gone, which before my father was flattered by. I was lost to all the fond hopes in which he had indulged.27

Evidently, Charlotte’s infection was severe despite the inoculation seven years earlier, and we can sympathize with her over the loss of her beauty. The Queen was also concerned, but for a different reason. She was worried that the two princes, inoculated at the same time as Charlotte, might not be protected. Bromfield apparently told the Queen that Charlotte had been inoculated with material from a different donor and that all would be well with the princes.28 According to Jenner, who wrote many years later and did not cite his source, Bromfield used the same thread on all three patients.29 In any event, Bromfield lost the Queen’s confidence. Indeed, in
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view of the fact that the inoculation of Prince Ernest "took no effect whatever", it is perhaps a little surprising that Bromfield was able to convince the Queen that it had been successful.

It is of interest that Queen Charlotte lost confidence in Bromfield but not in inoculation as a method of preventing smallpox. This led inevitably to the inoculation and tragic death of Prince Octavius, an event unfortunately neglected by medical historians.
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